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Abstract:
Cloud Computing is an innovation idea that has enabled the organizations to access high performance
computing and storage infrastructure at reduced cost through internet. Cloud computing is model in which
customer can access IT resources which are priced and provided on demand. Cloud Service providers charge
user depending upon space or whatever service availed. It is not always possible for researchers and
academicians to have the actual cloud infrastructure for performing experiments, executing or implementing
their algorithms. To fulfill their need for the purpose of testing and actual providing them a feel of cloud
services simulators are required. Nowadays cloud simulators are widely available in the market for researcher
scholars. The objective of this research paper is to do comprehensive review of cloud computing simulators
and to research out to get the best cloud computing simulation tool for security based research in area of
Cloud.
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1. Introduction:
Simulator is a collection of hardware and software systems which are used to take off the behavior of some entity or
phenomenon. Simulation is the process of designing a model of a system and executing the same with the help of
computer to obtain and analyze the output. Simulators have become very essential part of research these days, as some
researchers can not spent a large sum of money on actual implementation of their work. This allows the researcher to
actually feel how their system will work and determine the correctness and efficiency of a system before the system is
actually constructed. After successful implementation of their work on simulators the same concept can be handed over
to the agency that can spent money for the physical implementation of system .In this paper, light is thrown on various
cloud computing simulators. Cloud computing refers to application and services that run on distributed network using
virtualized resources and requires common internet protocols for its execution.[1]It was a big question in the mind of
people, as we are paying the bills of other utilities like electricity and water as per our usage ,either before using or after
using then why we spent a large sum on computer hardware and software, so Utility computing, A long held become
reality with cloud computing and cloud makes this possible by providing unlimited scalable services which are presented
as Software, Infrastructure, or Platform as services (SaaS, IaaS, PaaS) and globally available system ,where one has to
pay as per usage and requirement. Cloud computing abstracts the detail of system by running application on physical
system that is not specified and provide storage to data at unknown location, from user and developers. A suitable
simulations tools is required which can be used to evaluate the hypothesis prior to software development. In Cloud
computing, as access to the infrastructure is costly, the cloud customer can take significant benefits by using Cloud
Simulators. Simulation based approach allows Cloud customers to test their services in convenient environment without
any cost [2].

2. Cloud Simulators
2.1 Cloud Sim
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CloudSim- A Java Based Simulation Toolkit for Cloud computing environment was developed in the CLOUDS
Laboratory, at the Computer Science and Software Engineering Department of the University of Melbourne, Australia. It
provides basic classes for describing data centers, virtual machines, applications, users, computational resources, and
policies for management of diverse parts of the system. It provides generalized framework for modeling and simulating
cloud computing services.
The main features of cloud sim are:


Cloud Sim enables modeling and simulation of virtualized server hosts and data centers.



It support for dynamic inclusion of simulation elements, discontinue and restart of simulation[3]



It also provide support for user defined policies for allocation of hosts to VM’s



The switching between space shared and time shared allocation of processing cores to virtualized services can
be implemented in cloud sim. These compelling features of CloudSim would speed up the development of new
application provisioning algorithms for Cloud computing.[4]

The major limitation of CloudSim is the lack of a graphical user interface (GUI). But despite this, CloudSim is still
used in universities and the industry for the simulation of cloud-based algorithms.
The CloudSim architecture is depicted in Figure1 [5]

Figure: 1: CloudSim Architecture

2.2 Cloud Analyst
Cloud Analyst: A GUI Based simulator supports the evaluation of social network tools according to the geographic
distribution of users and data centers. Cloud Analyst provides powerful simulation framework via Map Interface for
deploying real time data centers and monitoring load balancing, cloud cluster monitoring and data center data flow in real
time.
The main features of Cloud Analyst are: [6]


High degree of configurability and flexibility: Cloud Analyst provides high degree of control over the
experiment, by modeling entities and configuration options such as:

a)

Data Center, whose hardware configuration is defined in terms of physical machines composed of processors,
storage devices, memory and internal bandwidth

b)

Data Center virtual machine specification in terms of memory, storage and bandwidth quota;

c)

Resource allocation policies for Data Centers;

d)

Internet dynamics with configuration options for network delays and available bandwidth;
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e)

Service Broker Policies that control which segment of total user base is serviced by which Data Center at a given
time.


User friendly graphical user interface (GUI): Cloud Analyst provides an easy to use graphical user interface
that helps users to perform experiment in an easy manner.

Figure: 2 GUI Interface of Cloud Analyst


Performs different types of experiments with repetitions: As in cloud Analyst simulation experiments input
parameters and results are in the form of XML files so experiments can be repeated and yields the identical
result.



Connectivity with Java for extensions: Simulator is developed on Java platform i.e. Java SE 1.6, GUI
component is built using Java Swing and modeling of data centers is done by using CloudSim. Cloud Analyst is
built on the top of Cloud-sim

Figure 3: Components of CloudSim ToolKit

2.3

NetworkCloudSim

Network CloudSim is an extension of CloudSim as a simulation framework that supports generalized applications such
as high performance computing applications, workflows, e-commerce and real cloud data centers modeling.Network
CloudSim provides scalable and fast simulation. . Network CloudSim structure supports designing of the real Cloud data
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centers and mapping different strategies. [7] NetworkCloudSim can be use for simulating Cloud data center network and
for those applications which requires communicating tasks such as MPI with a high degree of accuracy.[13]

Figure 4 [5]User Code and Event Simulation Core for CloudSim Simulator

2.4 EMUSIM
EMUSIM is an integrated architecture proposed to anticipate service's behavior on cloud platforms to a higher standard,
which is built on Automated Emulation Framework (AEF) for emulation and CloudSim for simulation. [8]. The
information can be extracted from application by emulation and the same can be used for developing the corresponding
simulation model. EMUSIM uses the open source software stack and therefore it can be used to analyze the behavior of
other applications. EMUSIM uses Automated Emulation Framework (AEF) for emulation and CloudSim for simulation.
EMUSIM is having limitation regarding scalability due to either hardware constraints or difficulty in generating large
and realistic workloads. [8].Figure 5 depicts architecture of EMUSIM. [8]

2.5 GroudSim
GroundSim, is an event-based simulator that requires only one simulation thread for scientific applications on grid and
cloud environments. It mainly concentrates on the Infrastructure based service of cloud (IaaS),

Figure5: Architecture of EMUSIM
but it also supports PaaS or real time cloud storage operations. GroudSim provides a comprehensive set of features for
complex simulation scenarios such as simple job executions using limited resources and less background load on
resources[9]. Experimental results reveal the improved scalability of GroudSim compared to a related process-based
approach. [10] The user has given access to simulate their work from real application environment, by integrating
GroundSim to ASKALON environment.[14]
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2.6 DCSim
In modern IT era for the provisioning of computing resources Data centers are becoming popular. The cost of data
centers and operational expenses have increased with the increase in computing capacity The Data Centre Simulator
offers IaaS to multiple customers and concentrates on virtualized data centre in order to achieve a simulator to evaluate
and develop data centre management techniques. , DCSim provides the additional capability of modeling replicated VMs
sharing incoming workload as well as dependencies between VMs that are part of a multi-tiered application.[11]
Figure3depictes the architecture of DCSim[12] It differs from CloudSim in that it focuses on transactional, continuous
workloads.

Figure 6: Architecture of DC Sim
2.7 MDCSim(A multi-tier data center simulation, platform)
A discrete event based simulator developed at the Pennsylvania State University. It helps in modeling hardware
characteristics of components of data center such as servers, communication links [9]. MDCSim is the most famous tool
having low simulation overhead and used to preserve a data center topology in the form of directed graph. It is designed
to simulate large scale, multi-tier data centers. To measure performance it focuses on data centre architecture and cluster
configuration. It supports three-tiered web applications, with the ability to modify and evaluate the configuration of each
tier. [11]

2

Comparison: of Various Cloud Simulators

Cloud simulator are helpful for modeling and simulation of cloud computing data centers, virtualized server hosts, data
center network topologies and much more. As we have already discussed brief overview of some cloud simulators in
above section but these all simulators differ on some aspects. Table 1 throw light on these aspects and would be helpful
for researchers for selecting appropriate simulator for implementation of their work.
Table 1
Simulator

Platform

CloudSim

GridSim

Programming
Language
Java

Cloud
Analyst
Network
CloudSim
EMUSIM

CloudSim

Java

CloudSim

Java

AEF,
CloudSim
--------

Java

---------

Java

CSIM

C++/Java

GroundSi
m
DCSim
MDCSim

Java

Simulator
Type
Event
Based
Event
Based
Packet
Level
Event
Based
Event
Based
Event
Based

Networking

Availability

Limited

Open Source

Limited

Open Source

Full

Open Source

Limited

Open Source

----------

Open Source

------------

Open Source

Limited

Commercial
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Conclusion
Cloud computing has become one of the fastest growing parts in IT industry. Simulation based approaches helps
academicians to evaluate performance of cloud computing systems, application behaviors and their security. Several
simulators have been developed till date for performance analysis of cloud computing environments...Many
organizations have migrated to cloud and many are deciding to migrate. Before migrating to cloud organizations first
check CSP’s (Cloud Service Providers) infrastructure and applications it may provide for any security hazards so that
controls can be set in place in order to ensure that the transfer to the clouds are secure. Thus the demand of time is to
make cloud secure so that it can win the trust of users and user do not feel hesitated for migrating their precious data to
cloud. For this researcher is required to develop strategies for secure cloud and before actual implementation of their
work, they must require a sort of simulator to see the behavior of their work. Out of many simulators discussed above it
can also be concluded that the use of simulator depends upon the need and demand of work.

Future Scope
After analyzing almost all the simulation tools of cloud computing, we can analyze that CloudSim is regarded as the most
comprehensive and has most rich cloud libraries functionalities. So, CloudSim would be taken as base simulation tool in
Future research on cloud computing security issues resolving.
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